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Lucky to be alive Campion's refuse and rodents
Residents' garbage causes problems
J.C. Santos

Staff Writer
'

BROOKE KEMPNER / LEAD STORY EDITOR

A redtruck spun out ofcontrol andflippedovernear the cross walk
mi Janus. St. <in Sunday eveiiFng. jite womandriving was.unhurt.

What are you
doing Tuesday?
AmyJenniges
Managing Editor

IMY

For manySeattle University stunts, nextTuesday markstheirfirst
iportunity to make their voices
ard on a national level—by vot-

The presidentialrace this yearis

close one, and Simon Faretta,
esident of the SU Young Demoat club, sees a potential for the
votes of young people to make or
break the election.
'To a largeextent, political parties don't pay attention to younger
voices," Faretta said. "[But] in an
election as close as this,this [young]

groundscrew and security.Whether ing something out of his or her
they know it or not, throwing trash window."
out of their windows can create
Students on lower floors are also
problems for themselvesand other threatenedsince projectiles thrown
Campion residents.
from upper floors can hit the open
These problems stretch far be- windowsof the lowerfloors.

Ifyou re ever hungry butha veno
moneygo out and eat, try the west
sideofCampion Tower. You'llfind
an immense buffet of chips,pizza yondannoyance. Insomesituations,
and even teriyaki.
thelivesthe janitorialstaff arethreatNeed some notesor study guides ened.
According to Fenn, there have
for class?The westsideof Campion
has a supply ofoldpapersandhand- been documented instances where
outs you could study from.
residents not only carelessly throw
You could have saved some objects out of their windows, but
money on Halloween decorations aim at crew members whocleanup
because there were also two pump- the litter.
kins up for grabs.
One crew member could have
Why shop when you have the easily been killed when a he came
west sideof Campion?
within a foot from being hit with a
Where is this smorgasbordcom- glass bottle.
And inanother documented case,
ing from? Obviously, it doesn't just
sky.
bag
fall from the
a
of urine was thrown at a
It's actually falling out of the janitoriaV staff member.
windows of Campion residents on
"Putyourselfdownthere picking
both the west and east sides.
Very recently, Campion's first
floor and basement have been invaded by mice and rats due to residents throwingfoodand other items
out their windows.
Therats are pretty quick when it
comes to food, especially as the
weather gets colder. And once

Throwing garbage out of dorm

windows is

not a new issue. It's
been happening longer than most

Campion residentshavebeenalive.
Thereason this problem is just now
getting some serious attention is
because it attracts the growing transient populationin this area.It has

also led to the presence of hazardous materialssuch as feces and syringes.
Campus Public Safety and the
FacilitiesManagementdepartment
built a fence around the landscape
of Campion's west side, and they
intend to improve the Ughting, in
that area to minimizethenumberof

peopleinvolved."
Kirk also noted that presidential they'veacquainted themselves with
leftovers, they'll
candidateGeorge W.Bushhasbeen thelusciouslandof
active in speaking to younger most likely stick around for more.
"Xavier has stuff coming out of
peopleduring this campaign,even
it,Bellarmine has stuff coming out
making stops to engage with elof it, but none are nearly as bad as
ementary

school students.

Sandy Barney, of the WashingtonLeagueofWomen Voters, sees
it as important for youngpeople to
get involved in the politicalprocess at an early age.
"It's important for all of us, as
soon as possible, to start participating in the political process,"

what happens at Campion," said

Bob Fenn, Director of Facilities

Management.
The refuse not only attracts rodents, but also vagabonds whodig
thorough the scraps, and then urinate and defecate inthat same area.
Drug users also use the area for
disposal of syringes.

A newfence encircles the area littered with garbage on the west side of
Campion. It is meant to prevent vagrantsfrom rummagingin the trash.

up (trash),"Fenn said, "and somebody 12 stories up throws something at you like afullbottleof pop.

transients.

However,because of thenoxious
"I've never seen a rat at Camwaste in that area, the grounds depion," said Terry Phelps, a sopho- Couldyou imagine whatthat could partment was unable to clean it. A
more who recontractorspecialvoting bloc matters."
sides
on
the
sevized
in handling
Political activists are takingnote cause politicians to pay more atenthfloorof
hazardous
waste
the
of young people in this election, tention to them. There are several
residencehall.
was
to
hired
clean
and there has been a push to get political groupsavailable in which
But
area,
just
after
be
the
bemore ofthemintothe voting booths to participate, from actual caminformed
o
ing
start
of
forethe
Fall
next week.
paigns to the League of Women
recen
the
Quarter.
"There is a general feeling of Votersand Vote Smart.
mouse
infesta
that's only
encouraging young people," said
"In recent years, some of these
tion
in
thebuild
If
the
battle.
Kirk,
Linda
media coordinator for organizations have gotten more
ing,Phelps
ha
Withintwodays
the Washington State Republican young people involved." Barney
808 FENN, DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES
being cleaned,
a bitof trepida
Party. "[Republican gubernatorial said.
tion.
"Now
I'm
looked
as if a
I
John Carlson has had a
MANAGEMENT
Vote,
to
be
>rm
cloud
had
going
wor
See
5
page
young
pull
getting
at
al strong
ried," she said.
do to you?"
rained trash on the west side of
—
"We really need to impress on Campion and this was before all
Anexterminator hasthe situation
Sports
Index
14-17
controlas of now,but as long folks that it's not the correct behav- the residents had moved in. The
News
2-5 ASSU
18 under
as thereare stillfoodscraps around, ior. We're not going to condone it, remainderof the problem was getOpinion
6-9
19 the rodents will remain.
and Idon't want to ask my staff to ting the residents to stop treating
Features
10-11 Personals
19
The litterbugs at Campion have clean up a mess and possibly get
backpage created a mess of problems for the injuredbecause ofsomebodythrowA&E
12-13 Cartoons
see Garbage on page 2

Barney said.
"Itmakes us aware of issues."
Barney says thatifyoungpeople
can organize as a group, it can

Idon't want to ask my staff to clean up
a mess and possibly get injured because

of somebody throwing something
" out of
his or her window.
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SECURITY REPORT
Amy Baranski

pants, theydiscovered theresidents rations throughout areas oftheresident hall. The incident was forhad been smoking marijuana.
After admitting to smoking, the warded to the student conduct sysWednesday 10-25-00:
A food service employee was residentscooperativelyhanded over tem.
trapped in a freight elevator in a small glasspipe. Theincident was
sysAnimal House
Bellarmine Hallatapproximately 6 referred to the student conduct
tem.
a.m.
Sunday 10-29-00:
CPS responded to the incident
Devious
Destruction
andcontacted thelocalelevator serCPS staff received complaints
vice staff, and the employee was
about noise coming from the
eventually freed from the elevator. Saturday 10-28-00:
Murphy Apartment complex.
A call was made to CPS about
When CPS staffresponded,they
Campion
destructionin
couldhear
what sounded1ike aparty
decoration
Wacky Tabacky
theypassed
when
the Lemieux LiTower.
Apparently,
brary.
some
individuals
Wednesday 10-25-00:
to
CPSstaff found43individuals in
Around 7:30 p.m. CPS officers causeddamage Halloweendecorations
were
part of the build- an apartment consuming alcohol
that
investigated a suspicious burning
ings' annual Halloween carnival and having a party.
smell inCampion Tower.
Theyclosed thepartyforthenight,
They traced the aroma to a event.
arrived, they found and forwarded the incident to the
When
CPS
resident's room.
system.
When CPS contacted the occu- four individuals who admitted to student conduct
tearing down the Halloweendeco-

Trapped in an elevator

News Editor

Spirited students
Tuesday 10-24-00:

Residents in Xavier Hallcreated
aracket that caught the attention of
Campus Public Safety officers on

duty.
When CPS contacted the residents, they found that the occupants
of the room were consuming alco-

hol.CPSalso discovered that allof
theindividuals present in the room
were minors.
The resident life staff and CPS
disposed of the remaining alcohol,
and passed the incident on to the

student conduct system.

Attempted Rape
Sunday 10-29-00:

CPSstaffheard awomanscreaming atapproximately 3:30 a.m.
They followedthe screamsto the
intersection of 13th and E.Marion
where they saw a male pinning a
female to the ground.
When the male saw CPSofficers
heimmediately releasedthe female.
A witness who had also approached the area stood with CPS
staffuntil SPD officers arrived.
The womanlivesinthe area, and
said her attacker was an ex-boyfriend.
The male and the female are not
part of the university.
When SPD officers arrived,they
took the male into custody. The
female was escortedhome.

Tower residents
attract local rodents

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this.
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Public Safety.
While acknowledging the unlikelihood of the problem being
culprit willbe charged withassault. entirely erased, they are hoping
in fact something is thrown
specifically at a staff member, the

"Thisis not intendedto threaten
peop/e;it'sintended toreflectthe

that by theirendeavors,residents

severity ofwhat'sgoingon,"Fenn
said. "The best approach to this
wouldbeaneducationalone. .I'd
much rather have someone say,
'yeah, that'snot the thing todo.'"
Fennhasbeen workingwithnu-

exactly what they are doing each
time they use their window as a
trashcan.
Fenn offers an open option.
"Here's the deal: if somebody
doesn't have a trash can in their

.

iyear

AS OF 6/30/00

5 years

808 FENN, DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT

since inception

6/30/00
4/29/94
">■■■■■■■■
■*■■■■■■■
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Combine this teamapproach with our low expenses
and you'llseehow TIAA-CREF stands apart from
the competition.Calland find out how TIAA-CREF
can work for you today and tomorrow.

I

will become more conscious of

"Here's the deal: if somebody doesn't
have a trash can in their"room, I'll buy
them one.

2670* 2787* 26 60*

In our CREF Growth Account,oneof manyCßEFvariable annuities, we combine active managementwith
enhanced indexing.With,
two strategies, wehave
two ways to seek out performance opportunities—
helping to make your investments work twice ashard.
FXPFNSF RATIO

From page 1

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For morecomplete information onour securities products,please call 1.800.842.2733,ext. 5509, to requestprospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. TIAA-CREF expensesreflect the waiverof a portionof the Funds' investment management fees, guaranteeduntil July
1, 2003 2. Source: Morningstar, Inc. 6/30/00, tracking 939 average large<apgrowth annuity funds. 3. Due to current market volatility, our
securities products' performancetodaymay be less than shown above. The investmentresults shown for CREF Growthvariableannuity reflect
past performanceand arenot indicativeof futurerates of return. These returns andthevalue of theprincipal you have invested will fluctuate,
so the shares you own may be moreor less than their original price uponredemption. TIAA-CREF Individualand Institutional Services, Inc.
"
distributes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities. Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities
variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. " TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York,NY, issue
"
insurance and annuities. TIAA-CREFTrust Company, FSB providestrust services Investment productsare not FDIC insured, may lose
value and are notbank guaranteed.© 2000TIAA-CREF 08/03

buy them one. Ifthat's
merous other people to eradicate room, I'll —
as much of this problem as they thereason because they have to
can. Dawn Melton, Campion walk down the hallbecause they
Tower Director, is one of these don't anda waste basket in their
people.
room— I'll buy them one," Fenn
"We don't do that at horne I said.
Compared to other expenses—
would bet no student throws the
trash out of their kitchen or bed- whichget factoredintoour tuition
— buying a garbage can is the
room window. I'm not sure why
they transfer that behavior intoan cheapest and most pragmatic way
environment like this," Melton to go.
Building thefence to keepaway
said.
working
Also
with Fenn and the vagabonds: $5,000. Paying a
Skofield,
Melton are Liz
Director contractor to clean up the hazardof Campus Life,Lee Grooms,In- ousmaterials: $3,500.Getting stuterimDirector of Residential Liv- dents to stop throwing trash outof
Wig and Mike Sletten,Director of their windows: Priceless.
J
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e-mail story ideas to:\
newstips@ seattleu.edu/
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ControversialLogo:wiping the wall
AmyBaranski

The decision to change the mascot was the outcome of a yearlong

ofall who come to watchthegames
in Connolly.
inquiry into the appropriatenessof
Ryan Tuatoo, the facilities coor-

News Editor

From the bleachers of the North
Courtin the Connolly Center spectators sit eye level with the rows of
retired jerseys that hang in silence
not
on the opposing wall.
A banner with Seattle
was
University's formerChieftainmascot hangs centered among the jerseys of alumni past.
RYAN TUATOO, CONNOLLY CENTER
The brand new gymfloor juxtaFACILITIES COORDINATOR
posed with the hanging memorial
on the wall reflects the changing
times of the university.
The floor displays a picture of a the university's former mascot, the dinator said that the likelihood of
Redhawk, the new mascot.
Chieftain.
the jerseys coming down off the
The mascot and logo, were unTheChieftain had servedas SU's wall is slim.
mascot since 1938. It was origi'They're not taking themdown.
veiled last Winter Quarter.
nally intended to honor They figured that was in the
ChiefSealthandhispeople past...they can't change the past."
Tuatoo said.
of the Northwest.
Since the logodepicted
The decision to remove the jeramanwearinga headdress, seys would ultimatelybe made by
and the NativeAmericans Todd Skillporot, Athletic Director
of the Pacific Northwest, of the Connolly Center, and by
includingCheifSealth,did members of the administration.
not wearheaddresses, conTuatoospeculatesthatthe alumni
cerns from local Native wouldbe very upsetif this wasever
American groupsand stu- to happen, and does not see it hapdents arose.
pening in the near future.

"They're
taking them down. They
in the past...
figured that
" they can't
change the past.

L^PV 111

UflL

Uniforms, clothing and
anythingbearing the name

vVE^i

pai

or logo of the Chieftain

Hetired
BASKETBALL

JERSEYS
s

:

ERIN ROBINSON/ PHOTO EDITOR

The oldmascothangsat theConnollyCenter
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at 8 p.m.

"People pretty much respect the
factthat [alumni]weren'tRedhawks
they wereChieftains,"Tuatoo said.
Thefloor oftheNorthCourt was

Contact Amy Baranski, News
Editor, at (206) 296-6471 or e-

had to be considered bebre the new logo was de- completely redone this past sumided on.
mer.
Even after the univer"It took twomonths to complete,"
sity decided to change the Tuatoo said.
logos on all apparelin the
The new Redhawk logo is the
bookstore, and the name central focus of the floor. The
of the eatery in the Student university's hope is that SU supUnion Building, the old porters willbegin to rallyunderthe
mascot still hangs in view presence of the new mascot.

111 BJ

I

Noexperiencenecessary.Learn
how to write and improve your
research skills.
If you want newsroom experience please come to our weekly
staff meetings on Wednesdays

newstips@seattleu.edu.
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Neighborhood kids get tricks or treats
NicholasRomero
Staff Reporter

Campion.More children dressedas cool,and thisis good togiveback to hugand tapped themwithher magic
every imaginablecharacter march thecommunity. Wemake them feel wand.
through: ninjas, skeletons and even welcomed and loved."
"I'm not excited; I'm happy,"
Shibuya,helping out for the third Alexissaid. "I'mgonnago trick-orKnock! Knock! After what a pimp.
seemed like hours of waiting, they
For the 14th consecutive year, year, is one of
had finally come. Katie Fischer, Campion Tower hosted children many students
sophmore, opens her door, calmly trick-or-treating. The event, orga- whohaveput expeering to see who awaitedher. A nizedby theResidentHallCouncil, tra effort into
smiling tiger and a serious Power reaches out to children who other- making the chilRanger stood outside.
wise would haveto trick-or-treat in dren feel welto
"Trick-or-treat!" yelled the tiger. unsafe neighborhoods.
come.
Kaneta,
"Itis directed at the children who
Laughing, Fischer gives each a
Stacey
Jolly Rancher,and watches as they don't havemuch attention,"junior president of
walk down the hall of 11th floor Paul Shibuya said. "The kids are RHA, has been
Paul Shibuya
preparing for the
event for three
weeks. As the headof the activity treating,and I'm gonna get lots and
sheinvitedthreeelementary schools lots of candy."
in the area to participate in the fesAcarnival wasalso beingheldin
tivities.
theCampion Ballroom,wherechil"Weinvitedschoolsfromthe cen' dren could go after they finished
tral area,"explainedKaneta. "Idon t trick-or-treating.Therewasadonut
know how it began; we just know
this happensevery year."
Thechildren cometo SeattleUniversity with their parentsandteachers.
Volunteer student guides take
them through the residence hall,
pointingout thebats thatmark which
doors will give out candy.
"This is so fun," Fischer exclaimed.
"I like to see the little
Trick or treaters go throughout Campionin search ofcandy
costumes. It is really a neat thing
they do for thekids."
The kids agree as well. Some
have been coming for a few years.
Dawn Melton, Campion Tower
Director, said she met a girl at her
church that had come yearsago.

eating contest, aptly titled "Monster Munchies," musical chairs, a
bean bag toss anda "GoneFishin"'
game.
Helping
RHA facilitate
the activities
were
the
to Bellarmine

"The kids are cool and this is good
give back the community. We make
them feel welcomedand loved."

Council,
ROTC, APO
and students
just wanting to
have fun.
"I love little
kids," sopho-

more JosePerdomosaid."Iwant to

help out the littlekids,and be a role
model for them."
"I just wanted the kids to come
andhave a goodtime," Kanetasaid.
"And that's what they did."

SU Briefly

)

"The girl was this high,"Melton
said, pointing to her shoulder. "It

Fragments Reading

was great."
Alexis, a girl dressed as a blue
princess, was extremely animated.
UZ RANKOS / PHOTO EDITOR
She ran around giving everyone a More trick or treaters take a breakfrom the huntfor goodies.

Amy Jenniges

ManagingEditor
Fragments, Seattle University'smagazineof literary and visualarts,
held a poetry reading Monday night in the SUB. Fifteen people
performed various worksof poetry from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
"Fragments wanted to increase awareness of the publication on
campus," editor Jennifer Elam said. "We want to try to have more
readings like that during Winter Quarter."
Fragmentsactivities coordinator JessicaBarker organizedthe event.
The nextFragments meeting is Nov. 16 at nooninPigott 101.

Mock Campaign

HDENVER
A representative from our school will be present for the APSIA fair on
November 2, from 3:00-6:00pm. The event will take place at UW in the
Walker Ames Room, Kane Hall! We look forward to seeing you there and
answering any questions!

If you would like to meet personally with our recruiter,please contact your
career center for an appointment.

Amy Jenniges

ManagingEditor

Students in Dr. Jeff Philpott's CMJR 350 Persuasion class are
gettingreallife experience this quarterby persuadingtheirclass to vote
for mock candidates.
Theclass has divided into six groups, and each has created a faux
candidate.Theyhaveuntilthe endofNovember toswaythe class in the
direction of their candidate.
Using persuasion tools they have learned in the first half of the
quarter,suchas language,credibility and reasoning, the groups cando
anythingthey see fit topromote theircandidate.They havefiveminutes
offree 'airtime' perclass todo speeches,press conferencesor anything
else their imagination dreams up.
"Wehave to use allof thesemethods topersuade the class tovote for
our candidate," said Lilian Carabeo, a senior in the class.
Her group'smock candidate isFather Bob Tellum, SJ.Heis running
for the ficticious position of president of SU's social affairs and
development office.
Theirgroup plans on stressing Bob's desire to promote a social life
on campus. His motto is "business in the front, party in the back."
"We wanted to have a lot more fun with our candidate," Carabeo
said. "If I
can relate toa candidate,I'dbe more likely to listen to what
they have to say."
The focus of the project is the process the group comes up with,not
the voting results.
Regardless,Carabeo's group wouldlike toseeBobrise to the topand
sweepthe election.
"A vote for Bob is like sharing in the pumpkin pie," Carabeo said^/

GSIS offers MA and PHD programs tailored to professional
careers in today'sglobal village.
InternationalStudies

Global Finance, Trade, and Economic Integration
International Administration
InternationalDevelopment
Technology and InternationalPublic Policy
InternationalAdministration withthe Peace Corps
InternationalBusiness Transactions
Joint MA/JD Degree
Joint MA/MSW Degree
Intercultural Communications
InternationalManagement

Contact us at:
University ofDenver
Graduate School of International Studies
1-877-GSISADM (U.S. toll -free)
gsisadm(Sidu.edu
www.du.edu/gsis
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Thursday

11/2
Documentary
shoming

The Earth Action
Coalition will show
Affluenza at 7:30 p.m.
and delve into the
depths ofconsumerism
and the intricacies of
sustainability within the
friendly confines of the
SUBbasement.
Discussion will follow the movie.

Friday
11/3

j!

(^ Saturday
\.

SU Surplus

Nem student
retreat
Designed fornew students who want to meet
more friends and have
fun.
Contact Campus Mmistry for more information at (206) 296-6075.

Cross Country
Will competetoday at

theNAIAregionalmeet,
Go for a malk

Flu shots

Enjoy the fall colors
while you still can, and
get outin the neighborhood for a stoll. Don't
forget theumbrella, this
is fall in Seattle!

Flu shots available in
the University Services
Building from 11a.m. to
2 p.m. The cost is $10,
and they are sponsored
bytheHealthCenterand
the School of Nursing.

11/4

j/

Sunday
11/5

5

(^
\.

SU no to WTO

TheSU Surplus Store
Allare invited to start
willbeopen from 9a.m. preparing for the N3O
to 12:30p.m.
revival2000.
The store is located at
"No to WTO/Seattle
13th and E. Columbia International People's
Aye.
Assembly" will meet at
2:30 p.m. at the
Columbian Library to
19 days until
plan the celebration for
Thanksgiving!
theone yearanniversary
of the Battle in Seattle.
Located on the corner
Start decorating and
start fasting so you can of Rainier Avenue, and
cram in as much home Alaska Street.
cooking as you can.
Mass
Intramurals
Celebrate mass at the
Football playoffs be- Chapel of St. Ignatius at
gintoday at9:45 a.m.on 11a.m.
Logan Field.
Catch the next service
Final gamesaresched- at 9 p.m.
uled for Sunday.

Monday

11/6^ Jl

Rrt eXhibit

flilednesday/N
11/7* \. 11/8 )

Tuesday

Soccer

Isreal lecture

Tournament

An exhibit of figurative paintings by MclIntramural soccer
issa Weinman opens to- teamscanregister for the
day in the Kinsey Gal- soccer tournament at 6
lery and runs until Dec. p.m.inclassroom 155 at
Connolly Center.
15.
Four day school

Flu Shots

meek

Noclass on Friday of
Flu shots available in
this week inobservance the University Services
Buildingfrom 11a.m. to
ofVeteran's Day.
__—_——_
2 p.m. The cost is $10,
and they are sponsored
Calendar Ideas? bytheHealthCenterand
the School of Nursing.
For a Monday or any
old day— let us know
what's going on so we
iinTCI
*E. ■
can spread the word.Email story ideas andcalender
items
to

"**

newstips@seattleu.edu.

"Israel; History of
Conflict" and "Study
Abroad:IsraelandTurkey" will be presented
by visiting associate
professor of theology
Phil Barclift,and sponsored by the Theology
Club. Lower Student
Union Building, 3:30
p.m.to 5 p.m.

—— — — — —
Spectator

meeting
Anyoneinterestedin
joining The Spectator
crew shouldattend the
weekly staff meetings,
at 8 p.m. Wednesday
in the lower SUB office.

Vote: Just five days to make a choice
From page 1

Brooke kempneh/ lead Story Editor

likely to vote as older citizens.
He explained it as a cycle that

way to make your voice heard.
Inadditionto voting and promoting issues, there are many young
"There are opportunities through could be broken.
organized youth groups to impact
"The more young people vote, people on campaign staffs directly
the [political] dialogue," Barney the more politicians will be con- working for a candidate,especially
said.
cerned [with their issues]," Faretta during this presidential election
year.
Outside of youth groups, some said.
people don't see politicians paying
"Voting is one ofthebiggest free"Campaignsrely onyoung, enerattention to individual youth.
doms wearegiven,"Kirk said."It's getic people,"Faretta said. Young
Faretta said this has to do with a freedom to have a say in how we people without families are more
scant financialresources.Politicians run our country."
willingto worklong,hoursforsmall
spend their campaign dollars with
Kirk stressed that whatever is- paychecks on campaigns,he said.
National,state and local elections
groups that are most likely to vote, sues one is concerned with,getting
and historically youth are not as involvedin the political processis a are Tuesday, Nov. 7.

A/iSI'D ojjut'i patrols iltr scfiu- <if a [>ick-up truck ctcculrnt.

Crawling to safety:
woman survives a
near death crash

Katie Ching

Editor-in-Chief
The driver of a redMazda pickup
truck rolled her vehicle Sunday at
approximately 8:30 p.m. near the
entrance of the Murphy Apartment

garage.

According

to Mike Sletten, Di-

Safety, the driver
was apparently headed westbound
onEastCherry whenthe driverside
wheelcameoff,causing thetruck to
roll.
The driver, who was not a member of the Seattle University community, crawled out of the cab of
the truck, apparentlyuninjured.
Several 911 emergency phone
calls wereplacedto CampusPublic
Safety and to the Seattle Police
rector of Public

Departmentby Murphy Apartment
residents.
Holly Kirschke, a resident of the
Murphy Apartments, heardthe ac-

cident from her apartment. When
Kirschke looked out the window
she thought "for sure [the driver]
haddied,but shejust walkedaway."
The front of the pickup wascompletely crushed.Broken glass from

thecab and several of the woman's
belongings littered the area.
Many SU students and faculty
members hadgatheredon the street

to watch police and medics assess

the scene.

When CPS arrived at the scene,
SPD was already there and had
closed all but one lane to traffic.
The victim was standing on the
curb, talking to police and paramedics.She escaped from her vehicle without serious injury.
The woman was later taken into

custody by SPD. Sletten did

not

know why the woman had been
taken into custody, but speculated
that possiblereasonsmay havebeen
a suspected DUIor an outstanding
warrant for arrest.

SPD Media Relations could not
bereached for comment.

you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the

[tuition].

Since the incident did not occur
on SU property, CPS was not directly involvedin the investigation.
According to Sletten, when such
an incident occurs near SU property, but not on it, the priority of
CPS officers is to first determine
whether or not any SU community
members were involved, then to
determine how theincident impacts
the campus. In this case, the only
effect was light traffic congestion.
Several CPS officers remained
until the accident hadbeen cleared.
By9 p.m. the truck had beenrighted
and theaccident site was beginning
to clear.

Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll

not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.
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AKMT RUIC Unlike any other college course you can take*

Two and Three Year Scholarships available!
Call 296-2439 for information.
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Initiatives

1-713: Animal Trapping—vote YES
Bans "body-gripping"-style traps for commercial and recreational use; also bans certain poisons. Supportedby nearly every
animal-rights group imaginable. Would not ban other forms of
hunting. Would not ban trap use for public health and safety
concerns or for scientific wildlife management.

1-722: Property Taxes—vote NO
Would limit property tax increases on apprecating properties to
two percent or less peryear. AlsorolIs back ahost ofother property-

related taxes.Called "Sonof 695" and supportedby Tim Eyman,it
would mostly benefit affluent owners whose property was increasing rapidly in value.

1-728: Class SizeReduction—vote YES
The State of Washington currently has the third largest elementary school class sizes in the nation. 1-728 ear-marks funds from
property taxes,budgetsurplus and lottery revenues to beput toward
lowering kindergarten through fourth grade class sizes to 18 students. Also provides money for teacher training, school construc-

tion and extended school hours.

1-729: Charter Schools—vote YES

Television: helpful or
harmful to democracy?

Allows alimitednumber of charter schools, which often specialize in alternative teaching methods, to be founded. The schools
would be reviewed in four years andclosed if performance islow.
Opponents fear these new public-schools would leave struggling
students further behind,but there isno way to know this inadvance.

Joshua
Russert
Spectator Columnist

1-732: Cost-of-living Increases for Teachers—vote YES
Wou\d provide mandatory year\y wage increases for pubWcschool teachers in order for salaries to keep pace with inflation.
Currently, such increases must be approved by the legsilature.

Larger salary increases would still require legislative approval.

1-745: Road and Transportation Funding—vote NO
Requires 90 percentof state transportation funding tobe spent on
building new roads and improving and maintaining current roads.
Public transportation funding wouldbe slashed by 50 to65 percent.
I-745's main supporters are Tim Eyman and the Asphalt Paving
Association of Washington.
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For oversix months wehave all

his televised debates with

been in the grip of anticipation Kennedy. A Hollywood actor set
about a new theatrical release: the world stage for eight years in
White House, The Sequel. And the White House. We waitfor our
this, dear readers, is one horror news programs to televise the
flick preview during which you day's polls,complete with graphmight want to cover your eyes.
ics and visual stimulation, to tell
The presidential race has filled us what we are thinking and how
our television screens,littered our we are voting.
newspapers and drowned out the
Races have been won and lost
radio programs. We have been because of appearance, or lack
consumed as the machinery of the thereof. But eventhe verbal compolitical parties eats up media ponent of television is the enemy
space,inevitably drawing the sun- of thoughtful and informedcitidry issues and idioms into our zenship.
conversations, our relationships
As this year's major party canand our homes.
didates warmed up before their
But beware what you let cross debates, the news hounds conyourdoorstep.Like a vampire that stantly asked to the on air audiyou invite willingly into your ence whatthe "Buzz"phrase might
abode, once within your domain, be this time around. You know
a popularized media issue can thatlittle zinger, the one that one
drain your life, and you will be of the candidates shoots out, and
powerless todo anything about it. whichultimatelygets playedagain
Televisioncoverageis particularly and again on the networks.
adroit at presenting words with"Read my lips," "You are no
out context or concept. This is not Jack Kennedy," "There you go
because of some evil network- again," all famous jabs in debates
sponsoredconspiracy to keep the goneby, but all equally worthless
as points of consideration about
public uninformed.
Because television is visual,the the men who would rule the free
medium itself simply lacks the world.And yet each oneisburned
structure to provide depth ofcov- onour memories. How many of us
erage inthe campaign. We allhave could hold a conversation about
heard that a picturecan say a thou- supply side economics, or Voosand words, but wemust be on the doo economics or tax platforms
guard to let our visual thinking past and present?
Here is a test: the next time you
take precedence over our verbal
are about to state something in a
reasoning.
Talk showhostsruminateabout political discussion, take a mothe candidates' dispositions, while ment to recall where you heard it.
highlypaidjournalistsdebatehow Have you changed the wording,
confident the contenders "ap- or are you about to quote verbapeared."We appear to be a nation tim?
In the world of entertainment
with an image fetish.
culture,
analysts
to
that is called plagiarizpoint
Historical
Nixon's lack of make-up during ing. Ihave had to pull myself up
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short a lot lately, since Ibegan
trying this. Often Ifind myself
just repeating the same old thing
thatsome "expert" on TV saidlast
night.
We cannotholdmeaningful discussions about theissues whenall
weare given to work with by the
mediaare soundbites. So, whatis
a good citizen to do? When the
movie being played looks like a
sad old sequel, when the actors
are has-beens, when the critics
seem insane?

Our onlyoption is toturn off the
tube and begin looking for more
in-depthcritiques. We need to talk
amongst ourselves, and not just

for few minutes.
We need to find time for one
another, whetheritis face to face,
over the phone or via e-mail. It

takes time to give theseissues full
consideration. We need to make
the sacrifice of minutes and hours
today so that our informed decisions guarantee tomorrow's children get the political time of day.
We need to move our political
lifeoffthe TV screen andinto our

living rooms, workplaces and
schools. We need to stop letting

the entertainment industry that
passes for news set the agenda,

and start writing the script ourselves.
Ido not want to go see this new
movie.Ido not like the actors, the
plot or the moral. But for once I
have taken the time to stop watching the previews, and start imagining that maybe Ican be in the
movies someday.
Maybe Iwon't get a bit part in
2000, but I'llbe workingwith lots
of other people to make sure that
in 2004 the audience will be listening. And it won't take THX,
either, because we are going to
start listening to one another.
Joshua Russert is a senior
majoring in journalism. His email
address
is:
russerj@seattleu.edu.
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Al Gore: the right skills to be President
Jessica
Knapp
Copy Editor
During this campaign, Vice-President Al
Gorehas beencriticized for pandering to the
middle,ignoring hisDemocratic base. And in
anelection with somany undecided voters,the
moderateshaveindeed been getting more than
their fair share of attention. But anyone who
attendedGore'srecent Washington campaign
stop or has closely followed his career knows
that Al Gore is a man who believes in social
justice andholds strong,progressiveideals.
Likeany politician, Gorehashis faults. He
can be stiff and dry,and we allknowhe didn't
invent theInternet. But these faults areminor

service.In that time, hehasmade theenvironment a top priority. A strong spokesman for
the dangers of global warming, Gore has
worked to educate the worldabout an issue
many politicians are still claiming does not
exist.Gorerealizesthe importanceofprotect-

In Everett, Gore also stated his stance on
campaign financereform.He promises that,as
president, the first legislation he sendstoCongress willbe the McCain/Feingold bill,which
outlaws many forms ofsoft money spending.
Equally strongis his commitment to civil
rights. Gore has endorsed the Hate Crimes
Prevention Act,
and vows to
work toenddiscrimination

Quite simply, Gore has

againstgaysand

lesbians in the
workplace. The

ing our air and waterquality, and will make
that part ofhis agendaas president. Heunderstands the danger of drilling for oil in the

been the most active vicepresident in the history of
theUnited States

administration
has made more
Arctic Wildlife Refuge in Alaska, and has federal appointvowed to protect the sanctity of that region. mentsof women
Gore also supports researchingother sources
offuel.
first female Secretaryof State. Gore willconwhen compared toGore's strengths.
Gore'sEverettspeech focusedonthe struggle tinue that trend, and will fight for equalpay for
He is more than the lesser or two evils. Al of working families.He highlighted theplight equal work.
Goreis adedicatedpublic servant, whohasthe of the 12 million American children who are
And Al Gore willfight for a woman'sright
to choose.
right agenda for our nationand the skills to put without health insurance.
that agenda intoaction. Al Gore will make a
As president,Gorehas vowedhe willinsure
The issues that Gore spoke to encompass
great president.
every childbefore his four year term ends.He many ofour nation's mostpressing problems.
OnOct. 23, ona makeshift stagein a Paine is also committed to working step-by-step Gore's responses to these issues show his
Field airplane hanger,Gore spokeof his plans toward universal health care. He, like other understanding ofourcountry.ButAlGore can
for this country's future. For over 24 years Democrats, believesmedical care shouldbe a do more than just make political plans; Al
now, Al Gore has dedicated his life to public right, not a privilege.
Gore can get results too.

Abortion

tion, and only 20 states use state
Medicaid money toprovidefor abor—
abortion" implies a two-sided ar- tion so poor women, especially
gument, which was not evident women of color, don't have access

that of pro-choice, and not proabortion.
TheRoe v. Wadedecisionis 27
years old. Almost immediately

after the 1973 Supreme Court
decision, anti-abortion groups
formed, and made their voice
heard loudandclearthroughvery
violent actsand throughincorporation of the anti-abortion belief
intoone ofour twomain political
parties. Other reasons for constantjustificationarethe attempts
of the federal legislature to put
bans on abortion. Since 1973,
therehave been at least fivebills
passed that chip away at Roe v.
Wade. Pro-choice proponents
haveconstantlyhad tojustify their
position not because theyaren't
comfortable with it,but in order
tomake surethe right to makethe
choice to have anabortion is not
taken away.
Why dopro-choiceproponents
constantly need to justify their
position? Lets consider whoactually has access to abortion. In
1996, 86 percent of all counties
in the United States did not have
an abortion provider, and the
numberof providerscontinues to
decline. Most abortionproviders
are located in urban areas so
rural women don't have fair access. Federal health insurance
—
doesn't provide for abortion
which means federal employees,
womenin the military that livein
the United States, and Native
Americanwomen living onareservation do not have access to
abortion. Federal Medicaid
cannot be used for abor-

—

—

challenges that
face our nation
and ourworld. Al
tobethePresident

ofthe UnitedStates.

As evident in both what he has done and
whathe says, Gore will work forour environment, our health care and our rights. And his
experience as vice-presidenthas givenhim the
skills to put his agendainto action. AlGore is
a strongpolitician and willbe a greatpresident
forthis nation.

Jessica Knapp is a senior majoring in
English. Her e-mail address is:
deadpan ©seattleu. edu.

Letters to the Editor

Using the phrase "debate on

in The Spectator's article. So we
arehere to defend theother side,

Quitesimply, Gorehasbeen the mostactive
vice-president in the history of the United
States.Hehas taken a role in creatinglegislationand respondingtointernationalsituations.
During the recent NATO actions in Serbia,
Goreservedas anadvisor toPresident Clinton,
andmet withmany worldleaders todiscussthe
crisis. His access
to foreign policy
has been unprecedented.
He has afinely

toabortion. Women inprisons and

womeneither in the military themselves or offamilies in the military
thatliveoverseashavebeenprohibited from having abortions.
In Washington State alone, there
are 36 major anti-abortion groups
with a total combined budget of
over $300 million. These groups
spread their message by bombing
andburning downclinics, threatening clinic doctors and their families, bombing Planned Parenthood
offices and harassing women and
employees as they enter the clinic.
Finally, the word"assistance"is
very misleading. A fetus cannot
survive at all outside of the womb
until about the 24th week of pregnancy. No amount of "assistance"
will makethe fetus survive. Can the
same be said of a toddler? And
whatof the doctors, whohave gone
through an intense educationin order to helppeople,only tobe killed
in thename of saving babies lives?
The issue of when a fetus becomes a human being cannot be
applied to logic. The theory put
forth in The Spectator telling us
—
when this occurs is full of holes
somuch so that it makes it obvious
to the reader that the stated "logical" argumentis nothing more than
a belief; the same can be said of
those whoclaim that a fetus is nota
personuntil birth,or later. Thereis
an ongoing "debate on abortion"
simply because it is based on beliefs, and not logic.
Aanya Benton
Junior,finance

ErinMartindale
Junior,political science

Officeof

Libertarian
Party

Freshman
Success

1am a student whotransferredto

TheElectionGuide in theOct.26

issue of The Spectatoromitted the
fast-growingLibertarian Party. You
included the Green Party, which is
running hardly any candidates; to
give a fairand honestperspective on
the election, you should also have
included the Libertarian Party— by
far the best-organized third party
bothin Washington State and in the
country as a whole.
The Libertarian Party has candidates on the ballot for President,
Senator, Governor and, in fact, every statewide race (except for nonpartisan positions, such as judgeships). It is on the ballot in every
Wash. State House of Representativesrace, as wellas inmore than40
Wash. State legislative races. Nationwide,the LibertarianParty hasa
candidate on theballot inmore than
half the Congressional races— the
first time a third party has achieved
this in80 years. Itison theballot in
the Presidential race in all50 states
and the District of Columbia. No
other thirdpartyevencomes close to
this.(TheGreenParty'spresenceon
the Washington stateballot consists
solely of its presidential ticket and
one House candidate.)
Ifoneofthe statewideLibertarian
candidates receives five percentor
more of the vote, which is in the
range suggested by the September
primary results, theLibertarianParty
will achieve official "major party"

Seattle University last fall. Ifound
transferring to this school tobe very
difficult and stressful. Ihad problems with everything from financial aid to registering for classes,
and the added stresses of transferring into adepartment where social
groups are already developedbut
working with others is vital.
These are all issues that are addressed by the office ofFreshman
Success. But Iwas not a freshman.
Although Irealize that the governing body of this school would
really ratherhave students starthere
as freshmen, that is not the case
withall students,and solongas you
as a schoolaccept transfer students,
you need to be ina position to help
them.
Granted there is a small orientation for transfer students, but it is
— went
not very valuable (I know I
to it). Other than that there is no
support structure and no source of
help outside an already swamped
advisor whodoesn'thaveinformation about the samerange of topics
as does the office ofFreshmanSuccess.
Theoffice of Freshman Success
willofcoursenot turnanyonedown,
but they have been instructed to
direct their services only to freshmen,and not to advertise or advise
non-freshmen to use their services. status in Wash, state.
Ireally think that the office of
TheLibertarian Party is currently
Freshman Success should be the the only significant challenge to the
office of Student Success.
Democrats and Republicans. It is
theonly third party that is building a
Janiece Flick
baseand contesting elections at all
Senior,chemistry
levels, from local to national.
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Only the Libertarian Party is
basedon the principles ofliberty,

both personal and economic. If
you want to preserve individual
freedoms and reduce the size of
government, vote for a candidate

who wants to move the country in
the same direction that you do.

Voting for a candidate you have
majordisagreements withis truly
awasted vote, for it will be interpreted as a vote in favor of that
candidate's proposals.
If you want peace, work for
justice; if you want justice, work
for freedom.

Mitchell Spector
Dept.of Computer Science and
Software Engineering

TheSpectator welcomes
letters to theeditor. Letters shouldbe typed and

submitted no later than
the Monday before publication. Allletters must
include the author's
name and day-time
phone numberforverification purposes. Letters
maybesubmitted inperson at The Spectator offices in the lower SUB,
mailed to: The Spectator,
900 Broadway, Seattle,
WA 98122or via e-mail:
spectator@seattleu.edu.
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Asphalt is not the Answer: No onI-745
When our state is home of the

Molly M.
McCarthy
Spectator Columnist

Iamoffering freefrontal lobotomies to everyone who votes "yes"
on Initiative 745! Yes! For free, I
will remove most of your brain! I
figure, if you like 1-745, you're
wastingit anyway,why not sendit
to the compost early?
1-745 is completely ridiculous.
It isanother initiativebroughtto us
by Tim "$3O Tabs" Eyman. It directs the legislature to spend 90

all transportation dollars on road-building alone. What
does this mean, you ask?
The end of transit (buses, rail,
ferries, etc.) as we know it.
According to the Washington
State Office of Financial Management, "achieving the 90 percent
would require shifting
target
percent of

And where doesMr.Eyman want
thosedollars togo? Paving moreroads!So, none
of uscan be surprisedthat
the1-745 is being funded
by asphaltpavers and related contractors to the
tuneof $900,000,according.-to their filings with
the Washington State
Public Disclosure Commission. They paid sig-

absolute worsttraffic in thenation,
this initiative would do nothing
but make it worse. According to
the Puget Sound Regional Council,40 percentof commuter trips in
the Seattle areaareonpublic transportation (Check out the packed#7
or #3 bus if you needconfirmation
of this).Similarly, for youEastern
Washingtonians,28 percentofSpokane commuters choose to get to

tabs),1-745 is very poorly written. of Washington Business, DownThe analysisof 1-745 by the State town Seattle Association), antiOffice of Financial Management povertygroups (LowIncomeHousincludes more "maybes" and ing Institute, Center for Human
"possiblys" than the analysis of Services), senior citizens (Gray
any other initiative on the ballot Panthers, Puget SoundCouncil of
Senior Citizens),and the disabled
this election.
They spend quite a bit of space (Washington Council of the Blind,
outlining the "numerous possibili- Disability Resource Network).
If for no other reason, those last
ties" — because even they (the experts) have no idea what it will three categories of opponents
really mean. It's actually quite should compel you to voteagainst
1-745. Many ofus use public transportation. Others of us dependon
it, such as the blind, senior citizens, and the many members of
our extended community that cannot afford acar.
1-745 just doesn't make any
sense. Most of our transportation
spending,about 80percent orso,is
spent on road building.The prob-

If 1-745 passes, many... transit riders end
up driving to work. That wouldlead to
forty percent more traffic, congestion,
androad rage, here we come.

lem isn't lack of roads, it's bad
planning. Building more roads at
—
funny see it for yourselfat: hup:/ the expense of our transit systems
/www.ofrn.wa.gov/initiatives/ won't help.
Yes, we need to work on solu2000initiatives.htm.
tions
for the transportation probmost
interestingthings
Oneofthe
about the fight against 1-745 is the lems in this state. But 1-745 isn't
list of opponents to the initiative. the answer.
They includenot only formergovernors both Democratic and Re-

nature gatherers, now
they'repaying to promote this mi

work withoutusing theircars.Fiftyseven percent of all commuters
But, moreroads won't help traf- from Snohomish County use tranfic. In a congestion study of the sit to work in downtownSeattle.
Maybe youhaven't ridden a bus
Seattle-Everett area conducted by
Transportation
Policy
in
a while.Its not that bad. I ride
Surface
Project, it was found that since onedaily. Youknow what bad is?
between $700 millionand $2.0bil- 1982, though highway construc- If 1-745 passes,manyof those tranlion in transportation spending tion has occurred at a faster rate sit riders end up driving to work. publican (Rosellini, Lowry,
from transit and other "non-road" (49 percent) than population That wouldleadto40 percentmore Evans), but enviros (Green Party Molly McCarthy is a Senior
functions to"road" functions de- growth (36 percent), people now traffic, congestion, and roadrage, of Seattle,SierraClub), more than majoring in sociology. Her eaddress
is:
half the Redmond City Council, mail
pending on whethera broador nar- drive70 precentmore.Obviously, here wecome.
row definitionofroads is applied." the problem isn't a lack of roads.
Similar to Initiative 695 ($3O conservativebusiness(Association mcubed@ seattleu.edu.
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Nader Supporters: Vote Maria Cantwell
the process. On many issues,
Department
one recent misuseofpower,Gorton eral welfare and the
of Cantwell is clearly more "moderprefers
followed-upa meeting with Texas Education.Jared
a totalre- ate" than Nader. But these variamining executives by attaching a liance on market forces (leaving tions exist within any party. More
mining "rider" to legislation in- the corporate powerstructure un- importantly,Cantwellenvisions an
tended
to send emergency aid to checked), case law, or at worst America that is more just, equiColumnist
Kosovar refugees. The rider was
table
and
intended to amended U.S. law to
green. These
Jared gives
beliefs differ
system in whichmassive corpora- allow the executives to begin an
radically from
tions canuse theireconomic might open-pitcyanide leachmine in the few details on
todominatethe politicallandscape. national forests of Central Wash, how his polithose of her
Meanwhile, three-term senator state. Gorton left the administra- cies would acopponents,
Slade Gorton has taken more than tion with the choice: destroy the tuallywork,but Percent of time Gorton votes
who differ
organization's preference*
$1.3 million from business PACs environment orstarvethe refugees. the overriding
only in the degree of trust
alone.In fact, nearly 90 percent of (Although the bill was passed, In- factoris "let th
American Security Council
100%
they place in
his soft money originates from terior departmentofficials eventu- marketdecide
Christian Coalition
82%
commerceinterests.Gortonhas op- ally ruled that the mine would be in all cases. So
the
corporate
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
88%
power strucposed McCain-Feingold,and even sodestructive that it violatedother cial programs
National Rifle Association
75%
voted against revealing the fund- provisionsnot coveredby the rider. consumer pro
ture.
tections, cam
3.6%"
With polls
League ofConservation Voters
ing sources of 527 secret groups. A lawsuit is pending.)
Council for aLiveable World
0%
showing the
Gortondoesn't want the system to
Rejecting Gortonis obvious.But paign financ
—
Human Rights Campaign
17%
change,because heis able to lever- many Nader supporters may be laws what
in a deadPlannedParenthood
14%
age his temptedtovote for LibertarianJeff ever are sim
it, the deciNARAL
19%
■
inf 1 v Jaredsimply becausehe is not from plygovernmen
sions ofNader
National Organization of Women
5%
ence for a major party. But if voting for interference
voters willunConsumer Federationof America
8%

Simon
Farretta

has been downright captured. In

stance, completely eliminating fed-

Spectator

Ifyou'revoting for RalphNader
becausehe doesnot take corporate
donations or soft money,because
you want to protect the environment, or because there is little dif-

ference between his opponents,
then MariaCantwellshouldbe your
choice in the senate race.
Cantwellseeks to unseat one of

the most pro-corporate,anti-environment, anti-Native-American,

anti-choice senators in the history
of Washington state.SenatorSlade
Gorton has consistently been the
antithesis

ofall that
Nader
support-

ers hold
dear.
On the
other
hand,

Cantwell
launched
herbid for

Gorton on
the Issues

—

Cantwell has not
accepted a single dime
from Political Action
Committees.

the senate early this year with a

pledge tonot accept a single dime
fromPolitical Action Committees.

In other words, no soft money.
None. As the campaign seasonhas
heated up, many left-leaning
groups have tried to convince
Cantwell that the only way to win
is to allow them to run ads for her.
Shehas refused.Cantwell is committed to reforming the current

Nader is supposed to send a mestions. sage, voting for Jared effectively

dona-

And
time and
again,
Gorton
sides
with the
f orces
that fund his campaigns. For instance, onvotesthattheU.S.Chamber of Commerce considers important, Gorton has backed their
position 88 percent of the time.

.

cancels out that voice.Jaredmakes
Gorton lookliberal.
Jared advocates revoking federal authority to protect the environment, and favors privatizing
federallands.Jared viewsabsolute

free trade as the answer to problemssuch as inadequatehealth care
and inflated prescription drug
prices.Inconjunction with this,he
believes thatprograms such as Social Security should be abolished,
Other industry groups rate Gorton and replaced with a "combination
evenhigher,some boasting that he of private charity and private in-

(although he
somehow find
a way to ratio
nalize an anti

Ke

doubtedly
make the difference. You
have the op'Percent of votesconsidered most important by each
a&self-reported. Source: Vote-Smart.org
choice stance organization,
portunity to
1997-99 average
oust one of the
into this pure
laissez-faire
most socially
philosophy). A vote for Jared sends and environmental destructive
the exact opposite message of a senators inCongress.Defeating the
vote for Nader.
incumbent will send a powerful
Cantwellholdsmany ofthesame message that politicianslikeGorton
ideals as Nader. Her record shows and Jared will no longer be tolerAmerican Federation ofTeachers
Coalition to Stop Gun Violence
Humane Society

she is committed to working for

affordable health care for all, to
dramaticallyimproving federal environmental policy including sethas sided with them100 percent of vestment systems.Nearlyanything ting aside large tracts of land, to
the time. Ties to business are not that resembles a federal program protecting andpromoting workers
bad in-and-of themselves, but orsafety net shouldbedismantled. rights and to reshaping election
Gorton has demonstrated that he This explicitly includes, for in- law to get corporate power out of

"
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0%
0%
0%

ated.

ForNader voters,the clearchoice
is Cantwell.
Simon Farretta is a senior
majoring inpoliticalscience. His
e-mail
address
is:
polysi@seattleu.edu.
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Seattle / Bainbridge Island Ferry:
crossing time: 35 minutes.

...the new Jumbo Mark II ferry the
Wenatchee carries passengers along
the Seattle/Bainbrige route. It
carries 2,500 passengers and 218 cars...

—
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12:10, 1:30.
PASSENGER FARES:
$3.70
round trip/
1.90
— youth
disabled / 2.60

If ft

M

5:30,6:20,7:10,7:50,8:40,9:25,10:10,
11:10,12:20,1:15,2:10,3,3:50,4:35,
5:25,6:10,7,7:45,8:30,9:10,9:50,10:30,

peace and
quiet inside

1

II
1
I

'

DAILY:
leave Seattle:
:»
\ A 6:20, 7, 7:50, 8:40, 9:25, 10:15, 11:25,
—It's the largest route of all the
12:25, 1:15, 2:10, 3, 3:50, 4:40, 5:25, 6:15, Washington State Ferries, carrying nerly
; 7, 7:45, 8:30, 9:10, 9:50, 10:45, 11:15,
seven million riders a year.
12:50,2:10.
leave Bainbridge Island:

1:7--
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the wake becomes a
skyline.

bucolic
Bainbridge
Iisland a view

leaving Seattle, with a
glimpse of one of the
massive boats^
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Sunday morning blues

journal.

—

we all woke up sort of early, and the sun was shining in a wintery sort of way. we wanted to

—

get out of the city today what's the most hassle-free way to escape the urbanity? we all met

on campus and walked through quiet, weekend morning downtown, we could see the sound as

—
—
to catch it dashing through the terminal and rattling the walkway to the looming white ship,
—
once on we all got coffee and sat by one of the huge picture windows the Seattle skyline

we walked all sparkly in the glimpses through the tall buildings, the ferry was in, and we ran

receded and the open water was glassy and calming, in a scant half an hour, we arrived in the
harbor and gazed at the woods, fall colors and lovely coastline, strolling off the ferry, we
turned left at the top of the hill leading up from the water, finding a small town street with a
perfect diner, we stayed for a leisurely brunch, heading baok in the dimming winter afternoon

sunshine, we had our coffee highs going on and chased each other around the open, windy top

..

deck of the ferry, the puget sound smells and noises followed us back up to capitol hi11.
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IMAX presents exciting double feature
ShantiHahler
Staff Reporter

intothe theatre again for the second
partof the feature.This timethereis
one single goal to bereached: the
top of the world.
It is said that more thanone-third
of those who attempt to reach the
summit of Mt. Everest, the tallest
mountainin the world,die along the
trail.
Thisis usually fromeither lackof
oxygen or from a misjudgment in

Known for its gargantuan screen
sizeand amazing cinematography,
Seattle Center's IMAX Theaterhas
done it again with a double feature
thatshows Extremeand Everest.
Both films focus on daredevils
and risk takers from around the
globe,following them from the 30foot waves of Hawaii to the Red
Rock areasof the South.
Extreme begins with the wave
hunters of Hawaii searching for
waves so large that a Jet Ski must
tow

them

to

the

spot

placing your feet that results in a
fatal tumble down one of the crevasses that the local Sherpas be-

lieve are so deep they end on the
other sideof the world.
However, in

because it

wouldbe toofar to paddle or swim.
As any athlete does, they train,but
instead of running laps around the
track, they run carrying 40 pound
rocks almost 25 feetunder waterin
order to build their leg musclesand
lungs for the rough ride. After the
warmthof theHawaiian waters,the
film turns to the frozen waterfalls
that attract the free-climbers with a
vengeance.
Climbing hundreds of feet with
nothing but an ice axe and cramp-

this

true story, the

climbersall make it to the topof the
Science Center mountain, but not without hardship
Theposterfor theExtremefeature. and a lot of courage.
This is a special trip for the three
ons,and withouta singlerope,rarely whoembark onthejourneytogether:
does one glancedown.Once a per- the leader,whohasclimbed Everest
son begins climbing, he can only severaltimes before, takes this opcontinue upwards. Freedom seems portunity to reach the summit withto drivethis brandofthrill-seekerto out the use of oxygen, a rare feat
the tops of these giant icicles again only accomplishedby the most experiencedand dedicated climbers.
and again.
a
requick
After
bathroom and
The other two climbers, the son
freshment break, you are ushered ofthe first Sherpa to everreach the
Photo courtesy of imaxand pacific

—

summitand thefirst Spanish woman
to top Everest, reach the summit
together.
In the end,each climber exceeds
their expectations of themselves.
They meetat the campworn, weary
and proud.
As you sit in your seat staring at
the scenes before you, you can't
help but wonder why these people
would risk their lives for a few
minutes of adrenaline-pumped euphoria.
But as you listen to them speak
about the sport they love,you realize that it is not the single effect of
the experience,it is in fact the journey as a whole that keeps them
coming back for more.
It is the journey of their lives
these rarefew take a different route
than most people's stomachs could
handle.
Both Extreme and Everest are
amazing films on their own, but as
a pair they are absolutelydynamic.
The combinationof strength, determination and conquered dreams is
inspirational, even for those who
could never imagine themselves

—

photo courtesy of imax and pacific

Science Center

A brave climber trudges up

treacherous Ml. Everest.
doingsomething that extreme.
Extremeand Everest are playing
at Seattle Center's IMAX theatre
through Dec. 24th.
Advance tickets are available
through www.ticketweb.cominthe
Citypass section.Day-of-show tickets are only available at the IMAX
ticketbooth.

BOOK OF THE WEEK PARALLEL TRUTHS VACANTLY FUNNY
J.L. Faris

likely question what happenedvery
little. This book doesn't seem as
realisticas itcould be; Ihaven't met

ing sarcastic conspiracy theorist

Book Reviewer

whohas a large appetite for Corona

without thelime and first class acParallel Truths wasjust released commodations. He decides to take
this month, the thirdnovel by Rob- a job from his old boss at the CIA.
ert Eringer. According to the dust Anybody who takes a job from his
jacket,Eringer wasa foreigncorre- or her oldbossis askingfor trouble.
spondentinLondonforthe Toronto However, despite that elementary
.SVrt/'andtheToledoBladebeforehe advice, Jay decides to go back to
started writing novels.Eringer also working for the CIA. Eringer prohas severalnonfiction works under vides no real motivation for the
his beltthat were published much character to take the job,except for
Jay's need to give his old boss an
earlier than his novels.
Jay Sandakis theheroofParallel ulcer.Themaincharacter's absence
Truths, a freelance spy who quietly of motivationis surprising,but when
inhabits Monaco.He is a fast-talk- you readfurther into the book,you

%J
H|9U
B?H

I

"
"
"
"

a lotof spies, but they would seem
a little more paranoid and a little
less gullible than some of the characters in Parallel Truths.
Jay,now working for the CIA, is
investigating an exiled billionaire
when he stumbles upon an insane

German baron who fences Russian
nuclear metals, and believes he is
the reincarnation of Friedrich

W
|^|^^y|
3

I QuU

ICash awards
Ifor seed funding

Open to All SU
undergraduate and
grod-te students
SU competition open to alumni

Our alcoholic hero thenbounces
around Germany, Switzerland,
France and America like a pinball.
It seems thathismodusoperandiis
tocauseasmuch troubleas possible
and hopingthat it willall come out

right in theend. Well, it does,which
is a miracle.But that'sthepowerof

the storyteller— you can make
miracles work.
There are quite a few lunatics

lateral Commission and Covert
Power Groups of the West, is evidently one of his hobbies.It's good
to havehobbies,but the digressions

Hear from past participants.
Watch video of winning presentations.
Learn ways you can participate.
Hear UW reps describe their competition.
" Listen to presentation from
I
Northwest Venture Group.

■

in Parallel Truths, though occasionallyhumorous, detractfrom the
flowof the plot.
For his climax,Eringercreates a
situationthatis highly unlikely,but
very tidy.Throughout the book,Jay
is running into all kinds of nefarious nuts, and what better ending
than to get them all on a boat and
simply arrest themall? It sure raps
thebook up well, with no dangling
—
looseends veryconvenient forthe
author, but it robs

the reader of a

true climax.

The ending is probably the most

IDate: Friday, November 17, 2000

absurd hole in a book filled with

absurdities. The way Jay always

Location: Pigott 103
Pizia and soft drinks provided.

W*\
L'H

shoulder.

Nietzsche. Following the trail of inhabiting the pages of Parallel
will realizethat most ofthe charac- the metals upstream, Jay runs into Truths.Eringer'snonfiction works,
ters had scant motivation, and will an ex-Britishspy whohas defected likeThe BilderbergGroup,the Tri-

l^w^^^^^^n^Li^^^^^^^H

-^

to Russia and hears angels overhis

RSVP to The Entrepreneurship Center
phone: 206-296-5730

I

succeeds makes for a boringplot,
but the dialogue makes up for the
failings of the plot.
The text is mostlydialogue, and it
is obviouslyEringer's strongestskill
as a writer.The fact thathe sticks to
whathe does well, namely writing
witty reparteesbetween characters
makes the book long in pages but
short in content.In other words,it's
a breeze to read.
So, ifyou want a book that's not

FdX: ZUO-ZtO-J 7V5

about muchbut it's funny, pick this

Email: ec@seattteu.edu

paying$19.95 forthehardback.Get
thepaperback;it's outinbookstores
and much cheaper.
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Arts & Entertainment
Chorisrelease sacred music
Su
ScanReid

Rutter, Benjamin Britten,

Staff Reporter

Sherman and others.
"Agnus Dei," a chant created
by Shermanand featured on the
CD, is a fabulous work sung by
female choral members accom-

This past Friday,theSeattleUniversity Choirs held a live performance at the Chapel of St.Ignatius
to celebrate

the release of the new

choir CD. The free event featured
songs off thenew CDtitled Reflections of the Spirit: Be Thou My Vision.
SU Choirshave a known reputation for singing proficiency. With
the release of their new CD, the
singers have reaffirmed their dis-

tinction forremarkable talent.

Reflections of the Spirit is the

by the Choirs
under the direction of Dr. Joy
Sherman. Those inclined to choral
music willfind it an upliftingcompilation of melodious songs. The
CD, which was created from live
recordings of SU Choirs' perfor-

second CD put

out

mances from as far back as 1998,
features songs written by John

panied by a harp.
The performers singwith confidence and appreciation for the
beautiful music, and the addition of the harp in the melody
creates a comforting mood.
In "Hymn to the Virgin" by
Benjamin Britten, two choral
groups take turns singingdifferent parts of the song.One group
sings and then pauses to let the
othercontinue therhythm with their
voices. The song follows a "one,
two, one, two" fashion with alter—
natingsingers a technique that is
reasonably satisfactory forthe song.
And whenthe groups beginsinging
in unison, the music is brought to a
compelling climax.
"Deo Gracias," another work by

highmoodnear theend thatthe
esolution to therhythm isa gratiIcation applause-worthy in any
udience.
The title song, "Be Thou My
Vision"by Rutter, is a very poignant and soothing song that
epitomizes the collective feel of
the entire CD.
On the song, Sherman mentions, "The song is very beautiful and close to my heart. The
'vision' is what motivates and
compels people,and I think this
is so close to the type of sacred
music this CD offers, as well as
Britten,

is one of the fast-paced
songs on the CD, and is a welcome
companion next to the more mellow tracks.
The song obviously requires a
significant amount of effort from
the singers, but it succeeds with
injecting a passionate feeling into
thelistener.The songbuilds tosuch

expand your dining horizons

to the wholeJesuit idealthatis a
part of SU."
However, the last song on the
CD, "Ain't Got Time to Die" by
Hall Johnson, is the real highpoint

of the disc.
The song is a riveting sample of
spiritual music sung in a gospel
style, and it is the most enjoyable
and fun-loving track on the CD.

these

at

NICOLE GYULAY

13

CD

The singersclap to the beat of the
music, projecting a wave of feel-

good energy.
The fantastic and skillful solo
performancebyJeremy Litwin was
also performed flawlesslyat theCD
release celebration lastFriday, and
drew massive cheers from the
crowd.
Reflections of the Spirit can be
purchased for $16 at the Fine Arts
building or through the Choral office.
And if you missed the chorale's
great performance last week, or if
you wouldlike tohearmore,be sure
to catch "Alegria," SU Choirs' upcoming Christmas concert.
This concert will be on Friday,
Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. and Sunday,Dec.3
at 2 p.m.
Tickets cost $6 for students and
$13 for general admission,and can
be purchasedeither from members
of thechoir orby calling(206) 2965372.

tfreat

places

Kokeb Ethiopian Restaurant
926 12th Avenue
(206) 322-0485

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Take a moment to reflect upon what you eat when you are on campus. Does it consist
primarily of the tasty yet mundane fare of the campus cafeteria and local fast food joints?
Another often overlooked genre of cuisine,Ethiopian food is dazzling to the tastebuds
Do you ever wish for something different? Well, you should know that you have some and fun toeat.I
haveneverhad Ethiopianfood at any restaurant other than Kokeb,but their
options.There are many restaurants nearSeattle University thatoffer exciting and different foodis so goodyou almost don'thave to. Kokeb's cuisine is difficult todescribe, butitis
dishesthat willstimulate yourpalate in ways ahamburger or sliceofpizza nevercould.Here similar tostew. Dishesmade up of vegetables,meat or botharepresentedin aninnovatively
are just a few of these:

Aoki Japanese Restaurant
621 Broadway East
(206) 324-3633
It is sometimes a littlescary to try out new sushi restaurants— the prospect ofeating raw
fish at a restaurant you don't know and trust can be worrisome. But Ican give you my
personalguaranteethatAoki's sushiis always fresh andtasty.In themany times Ihavedined
there, I
have neveronce encountered stringy fish, tough seaweed,or icky fish-skin lurking
whereit doesn't belong. Also, Aokihas thebestudon Ihave evertasted. Where manyudons
come off tasting likewatered-downchicken soup,Aoki'shasadistinctiveflavorthatreflects
its manyingredients. Theprices there arereasonable compared tomany places,but onemust
expect sushi to be somewhat more expensive than other foods because fish is pricey and

sushi is difficult

to cut properly.

Chang's Mongolian Grill
1827 Broadway
(2o6)325-6160

1

spiced combination, whichyou eat by soppingit up withinjera, a special type ofEthiopian
bread.Injerais quite similar in texture toa natural sponge,but it is moist,has auniqueflavor I
and isquite filling. Another important thing tonote is thatthe foodcan be ordered at varying
levelof spiciness,according to yourtastes. Kokebis a greatplace to go with friends,as their
manner of serving the dishes encouragessharing, andyou can get a remarkable amount of
food for about $5.

Mediterranean Express
1417 Broadway
(206) 860-3989
MediterraneanExpress has a wide variety of— you guessed it— Mediterranean cuisine,
Although pricesare a little higher than some places,ranging from $3 to $8, the portions are
generous, the service is fast and the food is indisputably delicious. Plus, after purchasing
10 meals there, you get a one free. This restaurant boasts none of the common flaws one
finds in manyMediterranean restaurants. The grapeleaves, taboule saladandfalafel are all
pleasantly moist and flavorful,and the gyros are not overly leaky. This place is greatif you
are ina hurry butdon't want to sacrifice quality for timeliness. But beware, this is not pre—
date cuisine theycertainly don't skimp on the garlic.

\'^L

4flfei

Although there area lot of commercialsforChang's, it seems that not many peoplehave
actually tried it. Indeed, Ifelt a modicumoftrepidation when a friend first encouraged me
to go there. What is Mongolian food, anyway? Well, I don't know if Chang's style of
Mongoliancuisine is authentic, but at Chang's it is basically stir-fry.It is not justany stirfry, however, it is a stir-fry experience: you must prepare your own food.There is a salad
bar in theback of the restaurant thatcontains meats, vegetablesandnoodles— anything you
would want in a stir-fry. They also provide a variety of ingredients with which to make a
sauce for your stir-fry, along with a handyguide to properproportions.Then you pass it on
to the chefs, whocook it ona hot steelgrill. When you return toyour table,thin crepes,rice
and plum sauce awaitto complement your delicious creation.Chang's meals are all-youcan-eat, andincludesoup and ice cream. All ofthis costsonly about $10. Needlsay more?
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An introduction to Seattle punk sutrculture
COLE

SpB $0 $0

My bruises are countless, but the enjoyment was limitless. OnOct. 20, Downway, The
Nerve Agents andGoodRiddance played Graceland, androcked the worldsof many. The
music: crazy. The atmosphere: chaotic. During Downway's set, theband garneredlimited
responsefrom the crowd, but as soonas the first chordofTheNerve Agents' set rang out,
the floor erupted into moshing, crowd surfing and stage diving. Atone point in the show,
freshman Will Riegel gotto sing backup to his favorite song, "Jeckyl and Hyde." A simple
andbewildered "wow"was Riegel'sresponse to the experience.lam a person with limited

$0 $0

body mass andonly five feet, twoinches to work with, so Iwasa littleoverwhelmedin the
pit. However, the "pit courtesy" was incredible; as soon as I was knocked down (or
dropped), hands were reaching to pull me back up. People lifted one another to the top to
crowd surf, heldpeople above the crowd and sent them toward the stage.The music was
great, but it was the atmosphere that made the experienceunforgettable.If youdecide to
attend a show like this (which Ihighly recommend),be prepared to sweat, bruise and go
deaf. Just remember, it is well worth it, as long as you are not weak-stomached.
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SU swim roster talent-filled for 00-01 season
Men and women start season strong, healthy and enthusiastic
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL
Sports Editor
TheSeattleUniversitymen'sand
women's swim teams will once

again strive to break records and
better their previous season's performances, jumping into the pool
not only with enthusiasm, but a
strong, talented groupofswimmers.

Men's Team
Returning swimmers as well as

freshmen and transfer students are
eager to improve this season,hoping to outdo last season's personal
bests, andboost their team toward a
National Championship.
Sophomore Quinn Baker added
depth to the season last year and
hopes to finish this season with
improved performances.
Freshman BenGering will focus
on the breaststroke, while fellow
freshmenRichardBrunandDonald
Hildwein hope to succeed in

freestyle events, andcontribute re- several returningswimmersas well.
spectively in butterfly and IM
Junior ElliottKolbe, who will act
events.
as co-captain of the team, hopes to
The other freshman on the team, remain a dominating force on the
Zach Mueller, will concentrate on team in freestyle, breaststroke and
usinghis talents as adistance swim- Individual Medley.
mer, as well as the sprints, to add
Teammate Luc Lamarche, who
depth to the Redhawk roster.
came to SU with very little swimSophomores Jose Perdomo and ming experience,along withChris
Kevin Eddybringenthusiasm anda Garcia,Chris Forgie and freshman
new transferperspectiveto the team. Bill Tollett will work on strengthThe men's team will rely upon ening the team's depth in backthe strength and dependability of stroke and freestyle events.

Other returning athletes, Ben
Duncan, Joseph Laughlin, Keith
Mazzucco, Kyle Nakmoto, Matt
Oleson and George Teodoro will
add depth to an already rich,exciting and dynamic group of athletes.
Women's Team
The women's team also deepens
its pool of talent with several new
swimmerswhileremaining achampionship threat with astrongcore of
returning athletes.
Freshmen Jennifer Caldwell,
Gretchen Denzer, Elise Fischbach,
Kelly Swanson.Talia Wong, Lydia
Woodall and Emily Woodworth
provide new talentand the prospect
of a healthy prosperous future for
Seattle University swimming.
Sophomore Megan Ackerman,
who turned in anincredible performance last season,will likely shine
again in freestyle, as well as relay
events.

Sophomores Jennie Campbell,
Stephanie Fong, Alicia Koht and
SamanthaKunkel hope to improve
upon last season's already impressive results, as well as to attain Ail-

American honors.
Sophomores Ryann Cooper and
KristinJohansing andsenior Megan
Montague, who steppedup in competition last year, will continue to
add depth to SU's repetoire.
Juniors Heather Thorslund and
VilijaSimaitis return this seasonas
co-captains and will use theirlead-

ership talent andskills in the water
to challenge their teammates and
push them towards a National
Championship berth.
All in all, the 2000-2001 men's
and women's swim seasons will
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as at poolside.
The SU swim teams travel to the
University ofCaliforniaatDavis on
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likely explode feeding on team
chemistry and oustanding, inspiringperformances inthe poolas well

/.--.,

Fridayafternoon in what will likely
beone of this seasonsmany excitng
and challenging meets.
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT

specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't

think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should callme.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for thereasonable
price of $695.
Ican answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915

—
Redhawks lose in OT
Sports

U-Wen Lee
Staff Reporter

—

Joseph Supang,

ment laterthis month.

Freshmenoutstandingon
—
Senior Day Fauske shows the
way

It was a match of heated proportions last Wednesday eveningwhen
In their final home game of the
the Seattle University men's soccer
team renewed their long-standing regular season,theRedhawks were
rivalry with Simon Fraser Univer- given a strong farewell by a lively
sity.
ChampionshipField crowd.
Unfortunately, it was the SFU
It was Parents' Weekend, and
Clan who came out on top, earning everybody in attendance was given
boasting rights with a double-over- a pleasant treat as SU put away
time 2-1 victory overtheRedhawks. MontanaState University-Billings
To make matters worse for the by a score of4-0.
Redhawks,graduating seniorMike
Ironically, it was the eight starta
separated
ing
Eiseman suffered
shoulfreshmen in SU's lineup who
der in a nasty collision with a Clan stole the show at the seniors' last
attackerinmidair in the30thminute. home game.
Eiseman was the fourth starter to
With just two more PacWest
go into the emergency room, fol- Conference matches to go, the
lowingin the footsteps of lan
Chursky, Joe Watson and Joe
Hubley. He dislocated his
shoulder,butx-rays showedno
fracture. However, the injury

when

team

captain Kevin

Houck slammedthe ball home
in the 87th minute to dramatically sendthe game into overHowever, after almost 10

scoreless minutes in the extra
periods, it was SFU who put
the sword to SU's neck and
emerged victorious.
Playing on the road at the

win at home

coach Pete Fewing as the team en- in their game against
ters the NAIA Region ITourna- the Yellowjackets.

Calamity in Canada
Overtime loss for Redhawks

wasenoughtosidelineEiseman
for at least two weeks.
It seemedas iftheRedhawks'
fortunes were going to change
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whois fast proving to
betherevelationofthe
season, notched the
first goal in the sth
minute. Following an
SUcorner,he kept his
eyes fixed on the ball,
and slammed it home
withhisright footfrom
close range.
It was 2-0 just minutes later. A long SU
throw came flying in
from the right, and the
ball bounced around
before Elliot Fauske
LIZ RANKOS / PHOTO EDITOR
took aimand placed it
The men getphysical as the goal keeper looks on.
firmly into the corner
lege career, Yamauchi is the lone
Yamauchi.
of the net.It wasFauske's thirdgoal
Withthe victory,SU'srecord now survivor from the famous 1997
of the season.
stands at 5-1, 8-9-1. They are still championship winning team.
It was midfielder Matt joint-leaders at
was
top
game against

Rlen

who tested the
llowjacket goalkeeper
t.

lulen put a fair amount of
power on his shot, but Jacob
Sheperd stopped it with his

the

of the con-

ference with SFU and Humboldt
State University.
The key game will come on the
road this Saturday evening in the
finalconferencegame.SU willchallenge Western WashingtonUniver-

The
MSU
Yamauchi's 79th; he started 45 of"
those games.

He has scored just two goals and
season, but that
won'tdeterhim frombaskingin the
glory of his achievements thus far.
It wasa day of mixedemotions

four assists this

left foot to send the ball out sity.
for a corner.
The match will take place at 7 for Mike Eiseman.
With SUout-shootingMSU p.m. inBellingham.
Having transferred from Skagit
16-0, stand-in goalkeeper
ValleyCommunity College last seaBrandon Sewell wasa virtual
AnEmotional Farewellas SU son,he hasmade a tremendous imspectatorformost of thegame.
bids "adieu" to seniors
pact since joiningtheRedhawks in
Sewell could have stepped
1999.
out for acup of coffee, and no
Eiseman
and
Jon
Sadly, his hopes for a final runSeniors Mike
one would have noticed his Yamauchi were given a rousing out at Championship Field were
LIZHANKOS /PHOTO EDITOR
The action heats up during a recent men's absence.
ovation at the start of the MSU dashed with last week's shoulder
The game wassealed up in game,as they will be graduatingat injury,but he wason the bench to
game.

Swanguard Stadiumin Vancouver,
B.C.wasnevergoingtobe easy,but
the Redhawks have now failed to
win any of their five overtime en—
counters thisseason a problem for

the second half, when

Fauske's cross was diverted
Redhawksknewthat victoryinboth into the net by a Yellowjacket degames would give them joint lead- fender.
ership of the Conference.
Fauske himselfcappedoff a great
But they surely could not have individual performance with the
expected victory to come so easily fourth goal,followinganassist from

the end of this year.
Both co-captains have been inspirational leaders on a young and
inexperienced squad this season,
andtheir presenceandcommitment

cheer on his team.
In his two years with the
Redhawks, Eiseman has played in
30 games and has started28.

will be sorely missed.
A Redhawk throughout his col-

is pleased with his contributionsto

A sturdy defender at the back,he
the team's season.

SU women play well against MSU-Billings
Carl Bergquist

second minute of the game off an
"It'sbeen agoal ofmine to reach
assistfromsenior Wendy Wells,fore- 40 [shutouts]," said senior goalie
telling what type of game it was Carrie Geraghty, back from an
The fifth-ranked SeattleUniver- going to be.
ankle injury, as she added to her
sity women's soccer team (9-2,16The scoring didn't stop there as school record of shutouts withher

Staff Reporter

3) eliminatedanother opponent on
their way to a division crown as
they beat Montana State University-Billings Saturday 5-0 in an
uneven match.
The Redhawks got off to a blisteringstart whenNicholeSauvageau
scored one of her two goals in the

senior Sheryl Williams scored an
unassisted goal in the eighth minute.
The game was decided more

Courtney Lyle then got into the
action with agoalin the38thminute
quickly than the previous game off anassist from Jennifer Baker.
Baker contributed again, scoragainst Northwest Nazarene, as SU
took 17 shots on goal to the ingearly in the secondhalf off an
Yellowjackets' zero and attempted assist from LindseyLeeder.
Sauvageau closed out the scornine corner kicks as well.
ing marathon
with an assist
played wellto-

gether.
"It wasan at-

seenallseason.
Everybody
knew where
they needed to
be," Geraghty
remarked.

SUSToni Rudli (13) theM the bull dowitfwld.

thing to the game,everybody onour
score down,the team is a starter."
They hope this will intimidate
Redhawks intermingled their opponents when they hit
starters withre- regionals.For seniors, their last
home game hadspecialsignificance.
serves.
However,as
"Icouldn't have asked for a betGeraghtyputit,

Kia Ctvtiy (14) trte\ to keep liteball awayfrom an opponentin a recent match.

brought some-

ter team to play with, to finish off
my senior year," senior Wendy
Wells said.
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"We were pumped up from the
beginning because it was Senior
Day," Williams said. "I wanted to
have a good last game."
Williams accomplished this,
grabbing a goal and two assists.If
theRedhawks wintheirlast game at
WOU, they will be in a strongpositionto winthebattlefor the division
crown.

Sports
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Peddling awayonthe stationary know when you are working aerobike, chugging waterand jamming bically. This burns fat and helps
to Santana, I
started to wonder if you to lose weight.
my sweating was doing me any
good.
Used to working-out outside,
where you have to keep a pretty
goodpacejust tokeepwarm,Iwas
concerned that Iwasn't putting
forth enough effortonthe ol' Style
Rider at the gym.
Idid some research to find out
how Icould enhance the benefits
of a 30 minute indoor cycle, and
found a simple solution:my target
heart rate.

Exercisingatthislevelalsokeeps
your heart healthy, and tells youif
your workout is really doing the
job.
Toget thebest results from your
workout, you needto exercise for a
minimum of 20minutes at between
60 and 80 percent of you target
zone.
Though Iremember learning this
simple calculation in a middle
school P.E. class, Ihad forgotten
exactly how to do it.
By calculatingand working-out
Keeping with the theme of last
within your target heart rate, you week's article on helpful fitness

websites,I
found several Internet
sites that can tell you your target
heart rate in only a few seconds.
There are several ways to calculate your targetheart rate,butItried
all fourof the siteslisted, and found
little difference between them. I
was, however, impressed with the
first site because it not onlytook in
account for your age, but your fitness level as well. Have fun!
http://www.stevenscreek.com/
goodies/hr.shtml

http://www.cyberdiet.com/thr/
thr.html
http://health.excite.com/
heartrate
hup://
www.healthchecksyslems.com/

heart.htm

Example
Target Heart
Rates:
Eighteenyear-old female THR is
between 102
and153 beats

Fitness in Seattle
A Weekly Column by

ShantiHahler

per minute.

Twentyy ear- ol d
male THR is
between 100
and150beats
per minute.
Fordclary /staff reporter

V

Volleyball struggles in last home game
Western Division, came into the 12 digs, was optimistic about the
game at theheadof aschool-high 18 team performance.
Staff Reporter
game winningstreak.
"We came into this game knowAlthough the Falcons boosted ing that this wouldbe a toughfight,
Last weekend,a large number of
parents and fans crowded into their school'srecord witha 3-0 win but Ithink that wemade them work
Connolly Center to watch the Se- overSU,theRedhawksdidnot give for it," Wolfert noted.
attle University women's volley- them an easy victory.
SU fought hard for an early lead
A HomeFarewell
ball teamplay their lasthome games
by
one,
in
but
was
burdened
game
ofthe season.
Many of the people who made it
The team, now standing at 4-21, severalerrors andmisdirectedkills.
to
game
The
first
ended
with
the
the Redhawk's last home game
has just two Western conference
lead,
bearingflowers and treats for
Falcons
in
the
15-7.
came
matches left before the NAIA tourfought
players.
In
the
Redhawks
the
game
two,
naments begin in late November.
for an early lead (8-3) behind the
Itwas anemotional night of sorts
as
serving
effective
of
freshman
Dori
HeadCoach SteveNimocks recRivalry
CrossTown
ognized the team's lone senior,
Christensen.
SU managed
On Wednesday night, the
Redhawks challenged their long- tokeeptheir lead
timerivals,SeattlePacific Univer- until late in the
sity,before oneof thelargestcrowds game when a
CherylFarrish

Connolly Centerhas seen this season.
SPU, ranked number one in the

The SU womenpump themselves upfor action,

ball-handlingerror tied the two
teams at 13-13.

Two

strong

kills from SPU

endedthe game
in the visiting

team's favor
Although SU
took advantage
oftheir serving
skills in game
two, it was in
the third game
they
that

--

struggled to
keep possession of the ball.
SU managed
LIZ RANKOS / PHOTO EDITOR
to get several
An assistant coach discusses gamestrategy with team
side outs, but captain Nicki
Wolfert.
many of their

H^k^.

servesnever made it past the net.
TheFalcons tookthelast game 156.
Team captain Nicki Wolfert,
wholed the team with 17 killsand

Remember*
how TUn it was?

Volunteer for Africa!

Here's a chance to relive
those memories.

—Teach Street Children
— Build Latrines
—Combat AIDS!

Part-time bus drivers wanted for Metro.
(Tin hats not required.)
Earn $ I4.07-$2O. I0 an hour
Flexible schedule
Great health & vacation benefits Paid training
Have WA
Must be at least 2 1 years old
driver's license & acceptable driving record

(206) 684-1024

www.metrokc.gov/ohrm

14 mo program in
California & Mozambique.
Start with work camp
in California.
Prog. fee. Grants avail.

County

®KmgMCTDA
iving t_ouniy

riei.ru

iranan ia
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www.cctg.org
ph (530) 467-4082

Lindsay Somner, as she playedher
final match on the home court.
Although the Redhawks were in

good spirits for their home finale,
they were upsetby WWU in a threegame match (15-6, 15-7, 15-

The Western Washington
Vikings proved a tough opponent, hitting for .250 as a
team, and deliveringanum-

ber ofcrushing kills.
FreshmanLoraBurrisand

Kthe Redhawks with 10 kills

jhomoreClareFontana led

and 12 digsrespectively.
The Redhawks remained
reflective about their
progress.
"Ithink that the girls are
battling," saidassistantcoach

Leslie Derrig. "We're growing and learning with every
game."

Sports
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Intramural Football Playoff Schedules
SATURDAY

,\ .45 Men's Rec Semi Final

9:45: Men's Open Qualifier
Da Hui v. $ in the Bank

Civi War v Wlnner Men's 1 1:45 Rec Qualifier

10:45 Men's Open Final

2:45 Men's Rec Semi Final

Weil Hung Over v. Men's Open Qualifier

808 boardriders v. Winner Men's 1 2:45 Rec Qualifipr

11:45 Men's Rec Qualifier

2:45 CoReC Semifinal

Clear and Present Danger v. Wet Dream Team

BAMF's v. Winner 1 2:45 Coßec Qualifier

1 1:45 Coßec Semi Final

ri .v-^ A

1—2:45 Mens Rec
, Qualifier
.
.-.

n

Carbolic Smoke Bombs v.

w

SUNDAY
,
.45 M

Dawgsv.GHEE

.....Hits
Knife

11"~J 1 ICII

ly

12:45 Coßec Qualifer

.3

.

IIlldl

12:45 Coßec Final

Pinkerton v. Tower of Power

Boxing searches for a new identity
into retirement in 1981, the wheels
of boxing's decline were putin moresponsible for boxing's rise to tion.When Alileft,a largechunk of
prominence than Sullivan. Nick- fans went with him.
Which brings us to today.
named "The Boston Strong Boy,"
Almost
20 years after Ali, the
hard-hitting
holds
200-pounder
the
AndtheyallhaveJohn L.Sullivan
to thank. Perhaps nomanmaybe as

America's

He began his career in the days of
bare-knuckle box-

Once upon a time, before cell
phonesand fashionable body piercing,boxing wasAmerica'spastime.
Beginning in the late 1800s and
lasting through the greater part of
the 20th century, fighters, such as
John L. Sullivan, Muhammed Ali
and Mike Tyson reached levels of
mainstreamcelebrityonly matched
today by guys named Tiger and
Jordan.

Title fights commanded the
world's attention more than the
Super Bowl, even without the 12
hourpre-game show and Grammywinning halftime performers. But
somewhere along the way, things
began to fall apart. Fighters who
would have earned icon statusinthe
past became

minor celebrities

at

best.Thebigfights, all of asudden,
weren't so big anymore. The fan
baseslowlydepleted,and those who

stuck around through thelean years
often took onanairof apathy,cynicism or both.
On theheels ofthe Tyson-Golota
debacle and yet another ring death,
the "sweetscience" hassunken further thanU-57 1,andnowlies onits
deathbed awaitingtheinevitable.It
was a good run whileit lasted.
The pioneers who held illegal
prize fightsinsecretlocations would
never have imagined their sport
would one day sell out places like
Madison Square Garden and
Caesar's Palace. The guys who
fought 70 and 80 rounds for a few
bucks could never have believed
professional fighters wouldoneday
be earning millions of dollars for
just a few minutesof work.

so fascinated by violence
could take an interest in

first

sports idol.

AustinBurton
Sports Columnist

Hoya), Jay-Z (Jones) or Charles
Things have gotten so bad that
Manson (Mike Tyson) to be taken the federal governmentis deciding
seriously.
whether it should step in and reguAlso, the brutality of the sport is late. Thisoncenoble sport willsoon
frowned upon now morethan in the be put out of its misery, unless a
past. You wouldthink that a culture youngstarlikeShane Mosely,Felix

Boxing today has less
credibility than Marion Barry.

this most violentof sports,
butapparentlywe'drather
getourbloodshedfromthe

TrinidadorDavidTua can take the
ball and run with it.
Boxingtoday hasless credibility
than Marion Barry. It has been
downgradedto more of a spectacle
than asport, which we watch in the
same fashion that we wouldwatch
a car wreck.
As famed sports writer Charlie

movies.
Boxing has been no
stranger to death over the
however, and we got a cold
sport thatused to garner front-page
media treatment now only gets a
der intheform of 24-year-old Vincent once wrote, "I've been at
write-up for a major title fight, or Robert Benson (a.k.a. Bobby ringside,because itwas my job,and
whenaboxer getsarrested.Thereis Tomasello),whodiedlast Wednes- I've cringed at the savagery of the
but one undisputed champion day as a result of injuries sustained sport and its hunger forblood.And
amongthe17 weightclasses (light
in a fight.
Ifelt guilty about being there."
heavyweight Roy Jones).
Boxing's main box-office

ing, when fighting
for money was still outlawed.
Sullivan was arrested a few times,
but stayed clear of the law long
enough to be crowned America's
first heavyweight champion.
Sullivan was veryaccomplished in
the ring, but his ability to singlehandedly restore credibility to his
sport stands out as a feat that only a
drawsareeithertoo busy tryingto
select few have done.
be Enrique Iglesias(Oscar DeLa
After Sullivan opened the
door, the great fights and fighters who followed him helped
EXPERIENCE JAPAN
transcend the fight game.Boxing became ingrained in our
FOR A YEAR!
country's culture, justas much
THE JEP PROGRAM
as baseballand apple pie
'(JapanExchange & Teaching)
Throughboxing we saw RagPositions: Assistant LanguageTeacher (ALT)
Coordinator for InternationalRelations (CIR)
ing Bull, the first four Rocky
Qualifications: American citizen, besl
(part
movies
five shouldnever
suited for those under 35 years of age (in
counted),
have
and The Great
principle),obtain a BA/BS degreeby
White Hope (starring a young
6/30/01.
Position begins: Late July 2001. OneJames Earl Jones). We watched
year commitment required.
Joe Louis, Rocky Marciano,
Benefits: -3,600,000 yen /yr, airfare to
Sugar Ray Robinson, Julio
Japan from designated airports, return
Cesar Chavez and Joe Frazier.
airfare to home country uponcompletion
of contract,housing assistance.
We watchedthe "Rumble inthe
Application deadline: Dec. 6. 2000
Jungle" and the "Thrilla in
FOR APPLICATIONSCALL:
Manila."
1-800-INFO-JET (463-6538)
We also got to see and hear

Muhammed Ali.Ifthemoniker
"The Greatest" doesn't say it
all, just know that Ali will go
down in history as one of the
top three greatestathletes ofall

time.
In fact, Ali maybe the most
famous personeverwhowasn't
in any holy scriptures. Andlike
Sullivan, Aliservedas boxing's
ambassador to the world,bringinginevenmorefans.But when
the aging warrior was beaten

E

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
The Consulate-GeneralOf Japan

JET Program Coordinator
601 Union Street, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206-682-9107x136
e-mail: jet@cgjapansea.org
www.cgjapansea.org/jethome.Html

RECRUITER ON CAMPUS

TODAY!(11/1/00)
INFORMATION SESSION

-

McGoldrick 200
11 am Noon
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Change YOUR World!
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It's time to g,et ready for Winterball!
lts°fi ,'
Theme:"A Nig,ht at the Oscars"
c
frf^HWv^
Date:Nov. 10, 2000
—
\s
$2<b-CouPie
Time:9 p.m.' 1a.ra.
-ppt
°(? :Py
seo-s.xpack
Location:Pacific ScienceCenter
6C
Buy tickets at the CAC
" "
ari
ooTCV Want more info.? ContactSEAC @x
6047.
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free concert by
Kelie Bradley UJed.
Nov. Bat noon in
the louier SUB. It's
a part of the Rocka-Girl Benefit Tour.
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Marksmanship Club
I The Seattle University=

«

Join the Marksmanship Club at
the gunrange on Friday, Nov. 3rd

O /\/\/\
JCtVW

.

AT THE OOWNUNDER
{2107 IST 111 BEHLItTOVinND
$1 DRAFTS FROM 9-12 P.M.
BE THERE. SPONSORED BY

Meetinfro^r

SEMIOR CLASS COMHMHT TEE

For further information contact

All Students are welcome.
Transportation, firearms, and
at

Jacob Faris, President

.

206-220-8638

a^.,

All are welcome to come to ASSU meetings!
' in Pigott
ASSU Council meets on Tuesdays
102
-'
from 9-11 p.m.
The following meet in the ASSU office, second
flOOr Of the SUB:

Clubs Committee: Monday, 8:30 a.m.
Elections Committee: Wednesday, 6 p.m.
rPresidential Committee: Thursday, 6 p.m.
d m
Annrooriation Committee*
/.JU-J.III.
lUCbUdy, 730
mmmniet:. Tuesday
MppruprtdUlUn
r-v

"_i

j_-

1

-j_

-r-i_

j

farisj@seattieu.edu
or
n Tadie,
T-u Faculty
c
lt Moderator
MA
t
Dr.

206-296-5422
soscaseyHaii

m

";

j

Remaining Shooting Days in Fall Quarter
ay
v 3
tol and ßifle Shootins at
o
nR n
Monday, Nov. 1 3- Trap shooting at
Kenmore Shotgun Range *on Nov. 1 3, we
whi leave at 3 p.m.
Friday'Nov ] 7" Pistol and ßifle Shootins
a t Renton Gun Range

£° ;p^
-

Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

mmJLX? "! 42k /"^ O
WJLCL O 2> JL JL JL feS \JL O
/"*" "1

andgraphics. AssistWebEditoror

electronic Development Librarian
inprojects,analysis andimplementationrelated to thewebsite.Maintain current knowledgeof weband
graphicstechnology. Mustbeconversantin relevant software applications. Experience with HTML,

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

#-*

200. Help Wanted
Web Authoring Assistant.
#ST-11456 Looking for a workstudy student to assist withcreating, converting and editing web
pages for Development and Community Relations departments.
Prepare and develop web pages

19

other web graphics, design or pro-

Several Off-Campuspositions are Fabulous Brand New
available at the King County Pros- VIEW APARTMENTS
ecuting Attorney's Office. Learn
3 Br— 2 BathFrom $1,675
about the criminal justice system 2br $1,135
and the operations of a major Great FirstHilllocation near SU
Prosecutor's Office while develop- Decks with Spectacular Views!
ing office skills. Hours range from NP/NS4II llthAve.
15-19 per week, $7.75 per hour. If
(206) 786-0772 or 322-1947
interested,please sendaresume and
over lettertoMary Colasurado,King
—
Valet attendent Full/part
County Courthouse #W554, 516
time, flexible hours. $8-$l2 avg.
jobresponses@fhcrc.org, Fax(206) Third Avenue, Seattle WA 98 104 or
e-mail; Paid training. Silver Cloud Valet
667-4051,TTY:(206)667-6861 An via
NW (206)633-4944. EEO/AA/M/
Equal Opportunity Employer Com- mary.colasurdo@metrokc.gov.
F/D/V
mitted to Work Force Diversity.
duction tools required. Also,knowledge of web designprinciples, demonstrated writing,editorial,customer
service, desktop software skills required.Experience withPageMaker
preferred.
More info @
www.flicrc.org. Includejob#with
resume and e-mail/fax/mail to
FHCRC/HR, 1300 Valley Street,
Seattle, WA 98109, e-mail

.

The Spectator is where it's at!
To advertise, call
Ben Stangland at
(206) 296-6474 or fax
him at (206) 296-6477.
The cost for classifieds is
$5.00 for the first 20 words
and 15 cents a
word there after.
Allclassifieds and personals j
must be submitted by Friday |
at 5 p.m. for the Thursday

PhotoShop, webeditorialtoolsand

Personals
My love button:
Vie:
To the Double H Train:
Matt:
We stillhavetosave thosechickSleeping beauty should be comWitsbeat beautyeveryday,Baby !
If things don't work out with the
frosty season,I'll warmyou up!
What! What!
mitted to the loony bin! Jesus and I ens! You are the sweetest roomate
— Burning withDesire
—Love, Daddy Cornfed & Dollove you the mostest, infinity plus in world. Thanks for everything!
lar Dom
one! Bewareof nose hair trimmers; Santana was so awesome!
— Jingles
Jim:
and don't forget togroomyourchin
dolls,
guys
To
&
You're so adorable! Can Itake hairs. Have my children.
— Garbage Man
We rocked the prospective stu- you on your 21 run Friday night?
Caryn:
dents!Like whoa!
Here's to the best partner in the
Call me, you know my digits!
— Honeybear
Does anyone ever wonder what biz! Way to be the brains in the
Who is going to step up the Step
happened to that crazy guy from operation.Tagme in!
— Cappy
Downs?
Growing Pains named Richard
To my omlette de fromage:
Stabone?

808 Tellum for president.
Come get a pieceof that pie.

Thank youforallthe help.E.M.P.
sometimes Icry when Ithink of

you. ThenIlaugh.

Hey Tricks!All the beasties will
be at cheasty!

"I'm just anxious for my beef!"

To the hottestBasque man:
I
seeyou,andI
need to be fanned.
Youplay basketball withmy affec-

tion.I
can't reveal myself, I'm too
afraid of rejection.

ToChris & Shayne:
Knock Knock! Who's there?
Chatta! Chatta who? Chattaaa up!
What timedoes choirpractice start?
Let's keepitthat way! We love you
guys!
— Tania, Juana, Elena & Rehka

Remember all those afternoons
rolling in the grass, eating cheese
whiz and singing BillyRay Cyrus
tunes? Iwouldgiveit all tobe back
there again.
Hey Dogg!
We love you. Keep youheadup.
We willmiss youthis weekendwhen
you are inGeorgia.

— Love,Riviech & Deering

Thanks to everybody (especially

WANT TO GET PERSONAL?

t

Place a Personal Ad in The Spectator
You can...
Say "hi" to a friend
Wish someone Happy Birthday
Get a date
Tell a joke
Recruit Club Members

...The possibilities are endless

myroommie)for making mybirthday so awesome! Ilove you guys!
Foxy

—

Toall the people Ihate:
You'vemade me suffer withasi-

nine

comments

in class, you've

wasted my time with your empty

headed words. Now it's time for
you to suffer.
Jared:
What up dawg?! Glad you're
coming to Winter Ball with us! We
love you!

— Tania,Juana, Elena,& Rekha

To Woodstock:
Ijust wanted to tell you how
much Ienjoy having you around.
It's fun lounging around with you.

Sending you lots of love and funny
snoopy kisses.
— Snoopy
Costco card cutie:
Tiger,Pounce!
— Foxy

Fair Maiden:
You sunk my battleship!
—The Pirate

So go to the Campus Assistance Center (CAC) today and

Honey Bear:
You are my sun, my moon, my
starlit sky. Andwithout you,I
dwelI

place your very own Personal Ad.

in darkness.
— Love you, Baby Doll
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Heard your parents came over
last weekend. So,how was it?
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they bought me more stuff...
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I
showed them around campus,
they bought me food,
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77*£ ReclinerMall of the Roman Empire
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Zorra'v Jm^/ H/Y/i /j/apathetic cousin Zero.
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